— Seignior Meneghetti, why are you so interested in Russia?
— My uncle, whom I loved more than others was sent by Mussolini to the war against Russia on board
of the Italian corps. He had instantly fallen ill at the front, and when he came back he told me with
admiration about many things that he had understood here, he told about this great Russia. Even those
who as my uncle were defeated soldiers of the defeated regime were enamoured of Russia. Since
childhood I have been living with stories about your country. I was born in a very poor family and grew
up in a room without windows with dimensions ¾ metres and the streets were my first school of life.
When I was 13 I wanted to get answers to the questions that worried me. But it wasn’t easy. At that
moment in 1940s the communists, fascists, different ideologies coexisted… My first real meeting with
Russia took place in the Gorbachev’s ruling period. It was a difficult period of time for the country, but
it had hopes then and I knew that with time there would be a place of power here. More than 10 years
ago I told myself that the future belongs to Russia, Brazil and China.
— A lot of Russian people have more pessimistic mood than you do and see their future abroad.
— You cannot even imagine what problems old Europe is facing today. The future belongs to the
Russian territory. You should look more attentively at your world because the future is here. If Moscow
is firstly an action, a vivid powerful action then Saint-Petersburg is a thought, rationality,
transcendence. You had better look at Russia not with criticism but with the analysis of opportunities,
asking the question how we can help this great country to develop, grow and firm.
— You can see Russia’s advantages in the fact that it is not similar to Europe or the USA. But our
leaders want Russia to follow the path of the US. Does it mean that they lead Russia in the wrong
direction?
— I don’t agree that Putin or Medvedev try somehow to play up to the US. In my opinion, they learnt a
diplomatic game that is particularly acted out with the USA. Everything that you see outwardly is just a
game, but inwardly they have already made a clear decision about the unity of Russian Federation.
They don’t want Russia to re-act the Europe’s or the USA’s destiny. I am very glad of their experience.
You will see that Russia will make progress. When Putin decided to set up BRIC, I thought that the
Russia’s policy elite had found its own way. The USA has been following the path of failure since the
Reagan’s time. And the crisis showed itself more vivid at the time when there was nothing for America
to steal. Europe is going through particular difficulties with those democracy types that we can see, and
the best entrepreneurs are outside the Europe’s territory.
— What diagnosis would you make for the Russian tycoons?
For one thing they have lost rather big sum of money both in Europe and in the USA. The have just
fallen into a trap of the financial logistics and of the logistics related to taxes. They naively went to the
West, and in my opinion, after they had lost a lot of money there, Putin tried to get the riches back to
Russian territory. But I think that vendetta shouldn’t be effected towards tycoons. It will never lead to
something good as we can see from the global experience.
For the moment it will be better to reach some synthesis, some balanced consent without going deep
into the past. If you begin to attack them too much using the knowledge about their past mistakes then
you will never get the riches they had removed back to Russia. They can offer resistance that can pass
into strange wars inside the country – one day in the guise of al-Qaeda, another day in the guise of
Chechen wars. There is a need of some consent between tycoons and the government. The consent
should let them come to the legal level.
— Does it seem to you that tycoons themselves are able to come back? In fact they feel like
citizens of the world.

— No, they are suffering. A true Russian will always feel lack of Russia. They thought that they would
leave the country and the West would acknowledge them and exalt them and make them significant.
These were the things that they didn’t get in Russia. But the foreign countries used them till they could
use their money. But at the same time the oversea has never emphasized their significance. Moreover
there is this European impudence. The Europeans can hold a Russian very well because he is a scissorbill. And at the same time they continue to say ‘a Russian tycoon’, ‘Russian’…
When the tycoon-emigrants are looking at Russia they understand somewhere inside that they have
made a mistake. The feeling is similar to that when a person lacks his mother. I know some of them and
I can say that they have this dualism. They haven’t reached their real worth and remained in the state of
frustration.
For example a football player who plays for the ‘Barcelona’. Let’s assume he is leaving Spain, he is
repurchased by a small team in Japan. In this case he crashes because a great person needs his country.
If he goes to another country, there should be a reason for this. And the aim to enhance his country can
be the reason.
— You think that today science is in the state of crisis, having locked its development as opposed
to the first half of XX century. Are there however some backgrounds for the renaissance?
— Science will not have opportunities for the real development until the capitalism prevails in the US
typology. There are scientists but they have no opportunity of the self-fulfillment. There are big oil
companies, pharmaceutical houses that in order not to lose the market will destroy any opportunities for
science. It is necessary to stop the violence, but only talented entrepreneurs are capable of doing this.
Today the development of science depends on them much more than on scientists. Business leaders can
help but they need the motivation. It is necessary to explain them that the science, intellect for them is
business. Then everything will change.

